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4444t. in eneral, counseling ethnic and racial minorities presents specific
.

Abstract

concerns and problems., However, religiotis minorities also present specific

clinical syndromes and treatment concerns. ". This paper will focus on Hasidic

and Orthodox Jewish Survivors of the Holocaust, eleir specific problems and

make general recommendations for treatment.
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Counseling may bea diffipult proposition de" tending upon the client,'

\
the-client is presenting problem., the resistance of the client, the age, sex,

race, and duration, frequency and intensity of theproblem. For some
4

clients, their neurosis is an "old friend" that they.do not. want to abandon.

' For others, they may be fearful and apprehensive orchanging their

behaviors, and max not comply with the therapist. Other clients may have to

. undergo counseling by cour t order or through some form of coercion. In many

instances, theft race, sex, and cultureof the client may be a major factor in
f '

I4..
the successfOr failure of the therapeutic effort: In other instances,

-V -_* .

socio-economic status, percdived inflexibility, and other issues may enter

into the therapeutic"crucible.
9

In some religions, the therapist 1.4-regarded as an outsider or a person

. who is attempting. to inculcate the values of the larger society. In other

cases, th client may be part of an out group or'an actual minority, either

$0/1
numerically or by choice (eg. the Amish). In any case, these groups preserit

specific difficulties in counseling tad thesp issues :will, be addressed in- ,

.

this paper; The pecific groups which I wish to .address in terms of

I *,

countelirig are the Hasidic and the Orthodox Jewish groups which are

. ,

essentially far removed from main Jewish orthodoxy and each of which present

specific problemyin teims of counseling" First of all, I wish to specify

the specific features of a Hasidic group which. separates them from other

sub-cultares and sub-groupS. 'These characteristics are

1) The primary position of the Rebbe as leader of the community: His

position at the pinnaclq of Creligious hierarchy.

*2) Distinctive dress and thew'efiring of sidelocis by nest and boys.

3) Strict-adherence to every aspect of Halachic.practiee,
t

4'



4) Strong residtanceto outside
.

influence (variable) and adherence to

prescribediocial and religious custom.

5) Inherent sVong appeal of mystical and ecstatic experience

(variable)

6) Highlevel of Messianic expectation.

7) Very tightly knit family, kinship and group allegiances.

8) Strong magical folkloric and shtetl influences. (Siegal, 1980)

All of thegabove may play some part in the psychotherapeutic process. The

Orthodox Jew, in addition, has several distinctive characteristics; which .

separate him/her from the-Hasidic Jew. -Many ,of these differences at

religi6us in nature, and essentially revolve around a less strict religioUs
$

environment and practice and mote interaction with mainstream .culture.

---
A major problem area in terms. of counseling both-of these groups Stems

'4

essentially from the Holocaust, Hitlees'attempt to exterminate the Jewish

population.during the Second World Var. The repercussions and ramifications

of the Holocaust,are still being Celt by the survi4rs, and the families of

the survivors. First, an exa$11,nadonof the Survivors and thdirspecific

problems and counseling issues will be examined and then the second

generation - the families of the survivors will be-examined with their

.

particular difficuyies. Counseling issues will thed be Addressed.

Siegal' (1980) has indicated the main conditions encountered when

working with Survivors:

"1) Postpartum reactions. 2) Symbiotic illnesseb and problemsvof

individuation. 3) Chronic pain-dependent and overly'masochistic behavior

patterns.(and masochistically

paraniAd-persecutery states.
f,

as

tinged sexual fantasies). 4) Chronic.

5) Ilizarre syndromes such as psychopathic



acting out, mocking and mimicry as central features of paranoid conditions,

olfactory related conditions a3d shared delusional systems."

These main conditions may be seen either in isolations or.in

conjunction with other psychiatric symptoms- Fior to treatment, several

issues must be addressed. First, as doted by Siegal (1980) "The Rebbe as

leader of the.Hasidic community, with awesome power of the\word, endows any

person he approves as doctor or therapist." Hopefully the couitelor will

have the approval of the local Rebbe, thus sanctioning treatment. Most

Hasidic.patients expect an "immediate cure". This sets-the stage for very1
. brief and possible highly dramatic psychotherapy as is often seen in

'Psychodrama and Gestalt.. .
The therapist uses certain specifietherapeutic strategies such as

"strong eye contact and fixation, repetitive phrasing and reminders-of the

3

rabbinic injunction".(Siegal, 1980). Furthermore,1hyOnosisouggestion and
'

.

parables are particularly effective with the Hasidic patient. In addition,
. $.

expiatory activity for wrong doings are often assigned by the therapist.

s
0'1 I'

. 4
Rather than'giving ultimatuis or fordhrs, °the therapist can offer selections,

r
..

options or alternatives to clients. With these techniques, the client is

able to self-determine his/her destiny. Dream work is also an integral part

of therapy uith.the Hasidic client. One client, treated Uy,Stegal (1980)

4as told that her father!Dovlazaer "would collie to her in her dieams and

guide her better than all of the phvicians and rabbis." With this

intervention, the patient self determined her own destiny and the emotional

A

influence of the father was d highly herapeutic agent,.

In order to channel any guilt feelings that may exist, follow u0

assignments silty be given to patients. In another case treated by Siegal

6



rd(1980), the patie nt was advisid to make "lopg and auous trips to.a.nursing

1

-twee to tend geriatric patients as a volunteer". This behavior replaced'

nightly cold showers as the client'ssttut expiation.

11 more adaptivedevice to help Survivors cope is cited biRustin

(1980). He indicates that Jewish fraternal organizations "perpetuate a

continuity with thd.past and compensate for the loss of the extended

family."

In dealing with payment issues, note must also,. be taten. On one hand,

the client may want td "see a big man" (hang up all your certificates and

diplomas, counsel4rs) and yet want to "bargain" with the therapist. Often
. *

Hasidic clients mavproffer gifts, food and other items as a part of

payment. As with all minority groups, "4 is inaot, that the theiapist

be attuned to.the reitgious beliefs an customs of the Hal:AliC groups

without presenting himself/herself as a threat to deeply heldtraditionsh
,..

(Siegalt 1980). It is Often important to reinforce held beliefs and

minifest pome knowledge is:to religious customs and beliefs so Ss to

esehblish and maintain rapport.

Particilatly importantkin:Oe treatment process may be the therapist's

own awareness of his /Tier ftellOs regarding the Holocaust. 4euerstein

(1980) indicates "While SurvivOrs, their children or therapi sts working with

aspects of the Holocaust cannotuumo the terrible reality involved, how
/.

these events enter into the preSent and future conditions around them as

Well 4s within their 'inner life may'Abe.a vital part of success or failure in

the therapy itself." The emotional. pain, anguish and grief Celt by

Survivors and their loved ones is of\ariicial importance in the therapeutic
mr4

process. Furthermore an attempted understanding of "the causes of the

,

er
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Holocaust, and why the surrounding world did not hear the anguished cries. of

the tortured and why, wen they were heard, it failed to act in a

compassionate and human way." (Feuerstein, 1980)

Thus, there is much "unfinished business`' t6 dealt with as grist for

the therapeutic mill. The anger felt toward otheri is Often of major
.

Emport. .
. .' ...
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There are also fatual considerations which should
.

be taken into
.

account. Rusiln (1986) indicates four distinctions: 1) the age of the

Survivor during the period oVinternment. 2) the length of time that the

Survivor was imprisoned. 3) the differences among internment in a slave
'

labor camp, internment in a concentration c4mp:and internment in-an
for

extermination calp. 4) the .bickground of the Survivor and theculture the
" L .

-
Survivor emigrated to after the war."

Barocas and BaroCas (1473) have indicated that "probably no amount of

psychotherapy can ever fully remove the scars inflicted on these people

during their incarceration. It is Feasonable to hypothesize that the price

X
of surgival for these peoplfe may have been deep-rooted disturbanceswithin

-/-
the families they formed after liberation. =,"y ,r

»

At this point, another group shall be examined i.e. the children of

concentration camp Survivors. -Barocas and Barocas (1980) have indicated
.

thit these children "present a picture of impaired object relations, low

-
4

self esteem, "negative identity formation and considerable personality

constriction. They alsotexhibit increase4d vulnerability in stress

I. situations and pathological regression and some temporary blurring of ego

tioundaries when confronted with experiences reminiscent of.the Holocaust."
:A

.
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Commonalities w ith these, clients have "begn hlso noted by Siegal (1980
4

"both parents in. concentration camps, maternal overprotection and over

concern from their childhood, somewhat tentative, shy and im*ture character

structuring." The above has baen typically seen in women with post partum

reactions.
.

In treating children of Survivors, several preliminary avenues should

be explored. First, the stereotype notion of the "Survivor syndrome" should .

be ignored and a detailed anaienesis, possible should be taken in'order
.

to ascertain if the client's progenitors do, in reality resemble the

"typical" Survivor profile. Secondly, therapists must try to determine "the

extent of thejoss parents felt and.whether or not they seemed preoccupied

with depression and mourning when they raised their children".(Rustin,

- f

1980)., Information relative to thecllent's parents And their amount of

emotional investment in their children, poisible impoveriAed'affect, .

- anxiety Levels and degree of overprotectivenOs have all been indicated by

Ipstir (1980) as relevant. the family of origin's ability to "separate from

the Holocaust and invest anew in their new life and 'family" islalso of

import.

Ekamination of

Bustin and Lipiig,

lost a child during

the deceased child"

'identity prpblems,

investment to their

idiosyncratic pntal behaviors mty also be necessary.
,

. -

1972 reviewed a case "in which Survivor parents who had

.of

the war, gave their child born after the war the name of

(Bustin, 1980). Such instances contribute to extreme

extreme self and4pareneal expectations and"Oarental over-
.

offspring. But, iris also imperative to realife that

"no generalization... is a safe generalization." (Rustin, 1980)
. )

. .
. .

.
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In sum, specific problems are presented. by Survivors and their

children. Over-iiding religious issues may further complicate the treatment
, /

. .
,

picture, Furthermor, research into this area is scanty, with few controls.

.

It is hoped, however, that this paper.will sensitize others.to some of the

issue% in treating this population and further research relative to specific

therapeutic techniques.
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